
Homework 5th/6th Class  March 30th – April 3rd 

Hi all, 

I hope you are all well and helping out at home where you can. It is a difficult 

time for all your family, especially if your parents are trying to work from home 

and do everything else as well. Do your best with the work that has been set for 

you. More importantly, enjoy lots of sunshine when it presents itself. Play 

outside as often as you can. Make things, think of ways to help at home, learn a 

new skill and read. However if you have any difficulties, remember that you can 

send me an email and I’ll try to help in whatever way I can.  

If you have too much or too little work, let me know.  

I’m sure you are missing seeing your friends in person and playing an actual 

game! However, it is really important to keep our distance right now. Remember 

this will pass and we will go back to normal. But for now, we will continue to 

remember all the rules that will keep us safe and healthy.  

Now I’m off to wash my hands and run circles in my garden.  

English 

1) Choose a book to read. This can be a book that you are currently 

reading. Read this book for twenty minutes (at least) each day. 

At the end of the week, write a book report under the following 

headings:  

 Title 

  Author 

 Main Characters 

 Setting (When and where does the story happen)  

 Summary (Use paragraphs) 

 How you felt about the book 

 Would you recommend this book? 

You do not need to have finished the book in the week. If you have not finished, 

you can write the report based on what you have read. If you can type the 

report and email it to me, please do. If you cannot do this, that is also fine, I 

will look forward to reading them. 



2) Imaginative/Narrative Writing- You have invented an item that 

will change the world as we know it. Write about what your 

invention is, and how your life has changed.  Re-read after each 

paragraph. Make sure it is punctuated properly and makes sense. 

Three paragraphs should be enough. 

 

3) New Wave English in Practice Days 58-63, one each day. 

4) Spelling Workbook Unit 14- Learn spellings (first 12) and 

complete associated activities 1-5. 

5) Reading Zone Unit 24- read the story three times and answer 

the questions. 

Music 

 Tin Whistle- Hail Glorious St. Patrick 

Gaeilge- Cleachtadh a dhéanann máistreacht (Practice makes perfect) 

Máistreacht is mastery 

Abair Liom- lgh. 124-129 

Follow the steps to login to our lesson. 

1. Go to FolensOnline.ie and click register 

2. Select Teacher 

3. Fill in a username, email and password- ask a parent to do this 

4. For Roll Number, use the code: Prim20 

5. You will see the Abair Liom H book- click on resources 

6. On page 5 of the resources you will see Póstaer 17 (Cleachtadh a 

dhéanann máistreacht)- click into this. 

7. Complete all three activities: Éist leis an scéal, fóclóir agus ceisteanna. 

8. Listen to the story, go through the fóclóir and déan na ceisteanna gach lá. 

9. On the resources page you will see Cómhrá 17- listen to this. 

10. Go into the Abair Liom ebook (or actual book) to pages 124,125,126 and 

practise reading the piece yourself, answer the questions. 

11. Go to page 128- revise the verb ‘to be’ (Bí) san aimsir caite 

(past tense) san aimsir láithreach (present tense) agus san aimsir 

fháistineach (future tense).  Learn these well. 

12. Críochnaigh na habairtí 1-10 ar lch. 128. 



 

Maths 

Now more than ever, remember to read the question carefully a couple of times 

and look at the examples in the blue boxes carefully.  

All Children-Long Division Revision. Watch tutorial video. 

5th Class Percentages 2 pages 119-121 (inclusive) complete in maths copy 

6th Money Pages 133-135 (inclusive) 

I have emailed some tutorial videos based on each page, hopefully these will 

help. 

Login to folens online, go to your Planet Maths Book and use the 

resources/games+ based on each chapter to practise the topics we are covering. 

 Mental Maths Week 27 

 

SPHE 

 Weaving Well being Lesson 5 

 We are spending a lot more times with our families at the moment, try 

and make time every day to help each person in your family in some way. 

Use your Religion Journal to write about these acts of kindness each day. 

i.e. I helped my sister with her colouring... keep it short and sweet. 

SESE 

Geography: Mapping 

 Draw a map of your own home and garden, use a bird’s eye view (from 

above), the same method we used when drawing the map of our school. 

Add in any outside space and label the map/plan. Use a key. 
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The Second World War: Unlocking SESE pages 130-137 Study the chapter, 

answering the questions as you go. Read the chapter carefully three times 

before you do any further research. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fw6e9YBJUDc Watch the following video 

for a brief overview of the war. 

https://www.scoilnet.ie/fr/primary/theme-pages/history/world-war-ii/  This is 

a link to some information suitable for you all. Watch the video- Hitler’s rise to 

power. 

Make your own timeline of WW2. You can do this in your SESE copy, Homework 

copy or on a chart if you had one.  

Prepare a project explaining WW2 and the countries/alliances involved. Include 

a section on ‘The Emergency’. Present this project to someone at home, video 

your presentation if this is possible.  You may read your project or present it on 

a powerpoint presentation (don’t worry if you can’t do this, present it in your 

SESE copy 

PE 

 Get outside each day and play football, soccer, basketball, run, jump, 

move, move, move! I hope your garden is bigger than mine! That’s an 

order, come back fitter and healthier.  

 Joe Wicks P.E. (#P.E.withJoe on youtube, live at 9am each day) 

Table practice: 

Topmarks Tables Games:  Google search 'Topmarks  Times Tables Games'  play 

one of the games for 5-10 minutes a day. 

Art Lesson Ideas: 

Some enjoyable art lessons to do at home over the next few weeks can be on 

'mrsbrownsart.com' 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fw6e9YBJUDc
https://www.scoilnet.ie/fr/primary/theme-pages/history/world-war-ii/


She's giving parents access to free power points that go through lessons you 

could do at home. Just click on the art lessons icon and it will redirect you to 

her google drive where there are loads of ideas. 

 

If parents/children are struggling with any aspect on the work please don’t 

get too caught up with it. All new concepts and content will be revised when 

we are back in school. If you have any queries or problems, you can send 

me an email at carmstronglisronaghns@gmail.com 
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